If existence of those synesthetic experiences can be established as a psychological phenomenon, it would be difficult to explain those experiences as resulting from predefined fixed associations between a given stimulus and given concurrent with which the synesthetes would be born. Instead, these mental contents are more likely to result from ongoing mental processes, which may be taking place 'on the spot' -i.e., just preceding the moment of experiencing those synesthesias.
We describe here cases of four synesthetes reporting one-shot synesthesias. Each person has a different story and describes different circumstances under which she or he observed these unique synesthetic experiences.
Nevertheless, all the subjects seem to have one thing in common: they report having full-fledged synesthetic experiences each of them having occurred just once. Besides being unique, these experiences have been often intensive and surprising. For those reasons synesthetes formed long-lasting memories of those events so that they could tell us about them. According to their reports, these synesthesias could be often attributed to intensive mental processes that preceded the synesthetic events. Sometimes these experiences left the subject wondering why these synesthesias occurred and what they really meant.
We contrast those one-shot synesthesias with one other class of synesthetic experiences that also produces a novel type of concurrents but takes place continually repeating multiple times each day and hence, can be considered high-production synesthesia. We explain why high-production synesthesia and one-shot synesthesia are likely to be two considerably different phenomena.
Methods
There is clearly a methodological limitation in studying one-shot synesthesia from an objective third-person perspective. The common forms of synesthesia, such as grapheme-color, are already tricky enough to prove with objective methods.
Synesthesias that occur just once in a lifetime or very rarely, and take a unique form for each person, are even more difficult to study with objective methods. For those reasons, here, we must rely heavily on subjective reports about such synesthesias. Nevertheless, it was possible to ensure a certain level of scientific control of those reports. First, we searched extensively through the known circles of synesthetes until we found several subjects reporting similar phenomenon, to increase our confidence that one-shot synesthesia is a general phenomenon within a population, occurring to multiple people. Unfortunately, we do not have a large enough sample to accurately assess the prevalence of one-shot synesthesia among synesthetes. However, based on our experience we estimate that, as the lower limit, at least one out of hundred synesthetes can report also oneshot experiences.
We base our conclusions only on the properties that are shared among our subjects.
Second, we contrast the descriptions of one-shot synesthesia with descriptions of synesthesias that also create novel concurrents but are highly productive. This allows us to qualify the unique properties of one-shot synesthesia. Third, we made sure that all our subjects are well informed about the phenomenon of synesthesia also from a thirdperson perspective. All our subjects have read about scientific research on synesthesia, attended conferences on the topic, and often contributed themselves to the existing literature (e.g., [13, 14] ). That way we ensured that their experiences, although reported subjectively, have been assessed and reported based on a certain level of academic expertise on that topic.
We collected descriptions from a total of four synesthetes reporting one-shot experiences and contrast them to reports of two synesthetes about high-production synesthesia. All of them gave consent to have their experiences documented. Interestingly, one of the highproduction synesthetes had also a one-shot synesthetic event affecting her high-production synesthesia. In the following text we provide brief descriptions of all our subjects. In the appendix we provide more detailed descriptions kindly offered by some of our subjects.
In addition to free-form descriptions of their synesthesia, we asked the subjects to judge their experiences on a semantic differential having the following 10 dimensions: vivid-unclear, cheerful-sad, abstract-concrete, surprisingexpected, intensive-mild, confusing-orienting, helpful-unhelpful, dynamic-static, worrisomereassuring, and desirable-undesirable. The questionnaires were sent out through email.
We asked each subject to complete the same questioner twice, which allowed us to assess the consistency of responses-i.e., test-retest consistency. The two questionnaires were sent at least one month apart and at the time of the first test the subjects were naïve to the fact that they will be tested for a second time. Also, during the retest, they were instructed not to look up the responses from the first test. 
Semantic differentials
Subjects' reports in a form of semantic else had the value of D ≤ 1. Therefore, majority of subjects exhibited high consistency of reported experiences. Moreover, the outlier with a very large D was from the productive group, which meant that overall, the oneshot group was much more consistent than productive group (1.22 vs. 3.98, respectively).
Although our sample size is too small to make generalizations to the populations, the results indicated that the responses of our synesthetes are for the largest part reliable i.e., consistent over time.
It is also interesting to compare the averages for the two groups, which are shown in 
Discussion
Synesthesia has been studied usually from the perspective of lifelong fixed associations. When one-shot synesthetic concurrents occur, they seem to be short-lasting -often only a few seconds. Nevertheless, they seem to leave a strong impression on our subjects, probably due to the high novelty and surprise.
Due to their high memorability, some of the subjects were able to illustrate graphically those concurrents after the one-shot synesthesia was gone.
Also, as we have seen from one example, just like synesthesia can be instantly created, an existing synesthesia can also be temporarily altered in a split second. In a single highly emotional event, a lifelong synesthetic routine can be altered for a brief period of time.
Contrasting one-shot synesthesia and high-production synesthesia
One-shot synesthesia, being a rare event, should be contrasted to high-production synesthesias.
The two classes have in common a production and so on. There are however some differences.
In one-shot synesthesia, it seems that at least in some of the synesthetes concurrents have not been selected from some existing pool of previously used types of concurrents. Oneshot concurrents seem to take a new form.
They are unlike any other synesthesias that these people experience regularly. In contrast, highly productive synesthesia seems to be strictly bounded within the limits of a single type of concurrents. That is, the concurrent remains consistently within the same 'modality' .
High-production synesthesias do not produce surprises for their owners. In contrast, oneshot synesthesias are regularly followed by a surprise, interest, reflection, etc. Prior to the occurrence of one-shot synesthesias, our subjects did not expect those experiences to take place.
We propose that the difference between the two types synesthesia-one-shot and high-production-is related to the well-known distinction of cognitive phenomena into automatic processes on one hand (also referred to System 1) and controlled processes (referred to as System 2) [17] [18] [19] [20] . Automatic processes are quick and effortless, and rely on skills that have been developed through extensive practice. Automatic processes can be executed without focusing much attentional resources.
In contrast, controlled processes are slow and require effort, and require full engagement of attentional resources. Controlled processes engage usually in novel situations for which a person has not yet developed a set of skills.
Controlled processes require a much higher engagement of thinking and problem-solving mechanisms than do automatic processes e.g., [19, 20] .
When high-production subjects generate new synesthetic concurrents continuously -sometimes a new one every few seconds -the underlying mechanism seems to have the properties of automatic processes; the production of synesthesia does not seem to require much effort and, according to the reports, it appears that the subject can even focus their attention elsewhere and still synesthetic concurrents would be generated.
Attention seems to be required only to bring these concurrents into the focus of mental experience, as these subjects seem to have a capability to decide consciously on the degree to which they will ignore or not ignore these synesthetic concurrents.
In contrast, one-shot synesthetic concurrents seem to be created as a result of an intensive mental work that has preceded those experiences. In most of the reported cases the subjects were able to identify the mental and psychological circumstances under which the experience took place. One-shot synesthesia occurred while our subjects were making decisions about a book structure, making a In contrast, the mental activity underlying one-shot synesthesia is more like an effort that results in a completely new thought or idea. This is a situation in which a solution to a mental problem is sought. One-shot synesthesia seems to be associated with the type of mental activity that is related to thinking, problem solving by insights and creativity. This synesthesia seems to be an integral part of that creative process and seems to assist it in some way. Thus, in comparison to high-production synesthesia, one-shot synesthesia can be considered as a result of a mental activity that deals much more with semantics than with syntax.
This similarity between different aspects of language and different forms of synesthesia is not to say that synesthesia is in some way a consequence of using language. Rather, what we propose, is that different types of synesthesia reflect engagement of two different types of cognitive mechanisms both of which are also known to be used in language.
Despite these differences between the two classes of synesthesias, the two may have some commonalities. For example, it is possible that high production synesthesia owes its syntax to intensive semantic processes during the development of that synesthesia. In general, existence of every skillful automatic activity, be it a use of a language or riding a bicycle, must be preceded by a period in life during which slow controlled processes are vigorously engaged and which were necessary to develop that skill [17, 20] . With all likelihood, the same applies to high-production synesthesia. The process of learning high-production synesthesia may occur during childhood in a way similar to that proposed for more typical forms of synesthesia [11] . At that time, synesthesia would be created through intensive controlled processes, which over time result in automaticity of generating synesthetic experiences.
Hence, whereas the automaticity of high-production synesthesias seems to be developed by controlled processes in childhood, one-shot synesthetic events seem to rely on controlled processes that take place in adulthood. One-shot synesthesias do not seem to rely on pre-existing syntactical rules for associating inducers to concurrents.
Instead, the associations seem to be created 'on the spot' , i.e., while the event is taking place. One-shot synesthesia is possibly the Translational Neuroscience closest we can come to observing the birth of a new synesthetic modality in an adult brain.
Significance of one-shot synesthesia
A fundamental question to understanding the nature of synesthesia is whether it is a phenomenon of (aberrantly) wired-up senses, or whether it is a result of creative cognitive processes that play a significant function within a mind. One-shot synesthesia seems to provide us with evidence for the latter. to create a more satisfactory physiological theory of synesthesia [11] .
We have previously shown that, by a manipulation of meaning in adult synesthetes, an existing concurrent can be transferred to a new inducer [7] . One-shot synesthesia tells us that new concurrents can also be added to the existing palette of person's synesthetic associations. Hence, the originally proposed significance of the concept of ideasthesia [12] can be expanded. Originally, the term ideasthesia has been introduced to point out the role that activation of concepts plays in synesthetic experiences. One-shot synesthesia, with its decision-making, planning and lifereflecting activities, suggests that also creation of concepts can be added to the definition of ideasthesia.
In any case, as evidence accumulates, our understanding of the mechanisms of synesthesia seems to increasingly diverge from the ideas of an inborn wiring or crossed-senses. 
